Environmentally Preferred Sourcing Excellence

Recognizing and celebrating supply chain excellence in environmentally preferred sourcing

2022 cohort criteria

The cohorts are defined as follows:

**Comprehensive Academic Medical Centers**

Performs a minimum of:
- 25 solid organ transplants
- 600 trauma cases or 1,500 acute transfers in from another acute care facility
- 125 combined cardiothoracic and neurosurgery cases

**Large, Specialized Complex Care Medical Centers**

Performs a minimum of 75 combined cardiothoracic and neurosurgery cases and one of the following:
- 25 solid organ transplants
- 600 trauma cases
- 1,500 acute transfers in from another acute care facility

**Complex Care Medical Centers**

Hospitals not meeting the above criteria but performing between 25 and 75 combined cardiothoracic and neurosurgery cases in a year.

**Community hospitals**

Hospitals who do not meet above criteria, excluding critical access and specialty hospitals.

Excellence in environmentally preferred sourcing

Environmentally Preferred Sourcing Excellence is measured in contributions to human and environmental health through sustainable and safer purchasing decisions for each cohort. Ranking is based on the purchase of products that meet Vizient’s Environmentally Preferred Purchasing standard as a percentage of their Vizient spend.